Sunshine at last
Jennifer Ams spent some outdoor time on the steps of the Old Capitol in Monday afternoon's sunny weather. The sun may take a
half day, however, for the forecast calling for a chance of showers today and Wednesday.

RECEIVED APPOINTED UNDER TREK
Pomerantz nomination scrutinized
Brad Hahn
The Daily Iowan

Two weeks ago when Iowa state Board of Regents President Morris Pomerantz was reappointed by Gov. Terry Branstad, rumors of a possible battle in the confirmation process began surfacing. Twelve hours before the Senate special committee heard testimony, these rumors are becoming real.

"I would say a week ago it was zero that was not enough to be ready confirmed," said Sen. Lloyd Dumas, D-Anchorage. "They are not ready. There are not even more questions.

"What this is going to do is give us the opportunity to have the law on the books that he is against economic development," Yarn said. Any dissatisfaction with the result should be directed to the person who appoints them, Yarn said. If you don't think you need the Board of Regents, change the governor," Yarn said.

"We are not going to be able to come to an agreement about the message the Senate would need to be confirmed. See BEIGN, Page 8A"

Seizure raises health concerns
Pomerantz's nomination for the Senate committee was reviewed at a hearing on Monday. Sen. Watsen, D-Dist. 6A, was the only senator to speak against Pomerantz's reappointment.

"I don't know if there is a need for more information, but I think the Senate should be very cautious in moving forward," Watsen said. "I think it's important to make sure that people are properly confirmed," Watsen said. "I am not saying that the Senate should reject him, but I think that the Senate should take a closer look at his qualifications before making a decision." Watsen's vote was expected to be one of several that could affect the outcome of the nomination.
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Former U.S. national reclaim citizenship

The city is looking at projects that would be eligible for a $300,000 state and federal grant.

Metro & Iowa

JOEL HATER

FUNDING AT STAKE

City Council debates traffic projects

The city is looking at projects that would be eligible for a $300,000 state and federal grant.

Lynn M. Fene

The Daily Iowan

Traffic issues were the topic of choice at the Iowa City City C
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FUTURE MOVES TO KC

Grading, moves, some
Iowa City, Iowa countered Trevor Scott A. Ave. on March 29 at 2:10 a.m. and indecent exposure at 2:10 p.m. in room 41 of St. Eubanks, 1209 Lane, Iowa City on March 28 at 5:51 a.m.

The Mlth dub will have a preliminary hearing set for April 15 at 2 p.m. in room 41 of St., Iowa City on March 28 at 5:30 p.m.

The attorney general’s opinion would put the law and order debate on a new track for the Legislature.

The new proposal would entirely eliminate smoking in restaurants.
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Nunn seeks to resolve military ban on gays

Samantha Power

The Senate Armed Services Committee is weighing the possibility of making permanent the policy of excluding homosexuals from military service a month after a five-day hearing. The hearing heard testimony from military and civilian experts on the issue of inclusion and exclusion of homosexuals in the military.

The committee is examining the impact of the policy on the military and the country, and the implications of allowing homosexuals to serve in the military. The committee's hearings are part of a broader debate on the role of the military in society and the impact of inclusion and exclusion policies on military effectiveness.

The hearings come as the military is facing pressure from both the public and Congress to reconsider the ban on homosexuals. The policy, which was established in the 1990s, has been controversial and has faced criticism from some military leaders and members of Congress.

The committee's hearings are expected to provide insights into the impact of the ban on the military and the country, and the implications of allowing homosexuals to serve in the military. The committee is considering the policy's effectiveness and the potential benefits and drawbacks of allowing homosexuals to serve in the military.

Meanwhile, the Department of Defense continues to implement the existing ban on homosexuals in the military, and the military is working to ensure compliance with the policy.

New testimony may damage defense in beating trial

Michael Freeman

The Senate Armed Services Committee is weighing the possibility of making permanent the policy of excluding homosexuals from military service a month after a five-day hearing. The hearing heard testimony from military and civilian experts on the issue of inclusion and exclusion of homosexuals in the military.

The committee is examining the impact of the policy on the military and the country, and the implications of allowing homosexuals to serve in the military. The committee's hearings are part of a broader debate on the role of the military in society and the impact of inclusion and exclusion policies on military effectiveness.

The hearings come as the military is facing pressure from both the public and Congress to reconsider the ban on homosexuals. The policy, which was established in the 1990s, has been controversial and has faced criticism from some military leaders and members of Congress.

The committee's hearings are expected to provide insights into the impact of the ban on the military and the country, and the implications of allowing homosexuals to serve in the military. The committee is considering the policy's effectiveness and the potential benefits and drawbacks of allowing homosexuals to serve in the military.

Meanwhile, the Department of Defense continues to implement the existing ban on homosexuals in the military, and the military is working to ensure compliance with the policy.

Tuberculosis rise linked to HIV spread

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The rise in tuberculosis and HIV cases in the United States has been linked to a growing problem that is spreading through the U.S. health-care system, which is struggling to contain the two diseases.

The rise in tuberculosis and HIV cases has been a concern for health-care providers in recent years, as the two diseases are becoming more common and more difficult to treat. The rise in cases has been linked to a growing problem that is spreading through the U.S. health-care system, which is struggling to contain the two diseases.

The rise in tuberculosis and HIV cases has been linked to a growing problem that is spreading through the U.S. health-care system, which is struggling to contain the two diseases. The rise in cases has been a concern for health-care providers in recent years, as the two diseases are becoming more common and more difficult to treat.
Shooting down the NRA

For years, few lobbying groups have had the influence on Capitol Hill that the National Rifle Association has. Despite the majority of public opinion to the contrary, the NRA has always been able to block any serious gun control measures on the local, state and national levels. However, there is now a discernible shift taking place in the country's attitude toward the gun issue. Theomboksitting in the dome today and join the millions of them who have already submerged their common sense in the sea of politics.

More public awareness of the crimes needed

by the father:

A study from Baltimore, Md., reveals that an estimated 10 percent of all homicides in the country are committed by under 18-year-olds. The National Center for Injury Prevention and Control estimates that 90 percent of these young offenders either thought or knew that their gun would be used to commit a crime, or that the gun was bought for the purpose of killing people.

Ribbons in recognition

The father:

We are adding another ribbon to the growing list of ribbons, a D.C. Metro sticker. As the U.S. Capitol Police Union head of public relations, I am proud to announce that the sticker is an expression of our support for law enforcement officers who are dedicated to protecting our nation's capital.

Relax, keep at least a 3 feet away, we are working to start warning to work on E. Coli

Mike Royko

I came as a pleasant surprise to learn that I am on the cutting edge of men's fashion. I discovered this after reading an article in The New York Times about a new magazine devoted to the kind of clothing doled out by today's male.

The most captivating cover of men's fashion in years was on what would be a typical Sunday night, with my usual pot of coffee and the music on. The cover featured a smoking hot male model, clad in a sleek, futuristic suit, with a rock star haircut. I was immediately drawn to the image and decided to learn more about this new publication.

The magazine contained fantastic pieces on men's fashion for every occasion. The editor of the new magazine, Jimmie Cash, wrote wonderful articles on the cutting edge of men's fashion, as well as reviews of the latest trends in clothing and accessories.

Some tips from the experts:

1. Wear a well-fitted shirt and a matching tie, along with a pair of dress shoes.
2. Make sure your belt matches your pants.
3. Avoid wearing bright colors or patterns, as they can be overwhelming.

Most rock critics write in terms that are understandable only to people who have heard their bands with their ears. The other is in any essay written by someone who claims to be an expert on any topic. "We must never forget," said the critic, "the power of music to move us, to make us feel something, to express our emotions."
Supreme Court to rule on 2 Live Crew case

Supreme Court to rule on 2 Live Crew case

Lettie Span
Associated Press

The Supreme Court on Monday was to receive oral argument on a dispute over the exploitation of rap music, and the court's resolution of that dispute might well have an enormous impact on the entertainment industry.

The court's argument was the first in a series of cases involving the exploitation of rap music, and the court's resolution of that dispute might well have an enormous impact on the entertainment industry.

The court's argument was the first in a series of cases involving the exploitation of rap music, and the court's resolution of that dispute might well have an enormous impact on the entertainment industry.


**2,000 Muslim refugees flee battle zone**

Teddie Wee  
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The U.S. Army pulled out the last of its forces from Sarajevo on Sunday, leaving the Bosnian capital to Serb forces that had sealed off their enclave the previous month. The military has blamed "the failure of the international community to take the necessary steps to end the conflict" for the situation.

**REGENTS**

"Some executives must take a serious look at their computing needs and think what would be a legitimate reason to buy their system," said Larry Johnson, president of the Iowa State University Alumni Association. "We think the state should be doing all it can to encourage innovation and development." But Lawrence Johnson of the U.S. Government Accounting Office said that many states have not enough money to invest in new technology.

"In the legislature there is some concern that budgeting for the future is not being done in a responsible way," Johnson said. "That may be true in Democrats' control of the state, but it's not a Republican problem," he said.

**Tales**

"I have been at Iowa for 30 years, and I believe the university has never been in a better position," said President Donald Smith. "We have the talent, the resources, and the vision to take it to the next level."

"If we don't have the resources to do that," said President Robert Johnson, "then we have to ask ourselves what we are doing right."
WHO-WHAT-WHEN...

Sports
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Sports Briefs

LOCAL

Basketball banquet April 5...

The annual Iowa Basketball Coaches Association banquet will be held at the First National Bank in Des Moines at 7 p.m. Tickets for the annual event are $15 and can be purchased at the Iowa Athletic Office or the IMU.

Golden Gloves come to Des Moines

The 1993 Iowa Golden Gloves Tournament of Champions will be held in Des Moines at the Convention Center in late April. There will be 12 Novice and two Open divisions from 106 pounds to super heavyweight. Gloves Committee members will represent the Iowa Golden Gloves Tournament of Champions and the Iowa Golden Gloves Board of Directors.

Banjos waiting for its rewards

For 20 years, Joe Blaha has been known as a former Des Moines and Iowa State basketball coach. Blaha is also known for his contributions to the Iowa Golden Gloves.

A U.W. Tournament

Championship nears

Major League Baseball

National League's All-Star Game will be held at Denver's Mile High Stadium on July 11 at the Denver Nuggets.

COLLEGE HOOPS

Iowa Hawkeyes dominate in $10,000

Vinson has been successful in winning numerous games, but this year is the first time he has had the opportunity to win a $10,000.

N.F.L.

Safety to look back...on


Genaute wants to return

Ron Genaute, who has been a huge part of Iowa's success, has announced his retirement.

BOXING

Ceasar estava de volta a sua casa

The Iowa Hawkeyes have been dominant in this year's NCAA Tournament, but now they are looking to the future.

Iowa joins prominent UCLA in record books

Kris Webber

The Daily Iowan

Iowa's women's basketball team is the first team in NCAA history to win three straight national titles and to have three straight winning streaks of 20 or more games.

Sports Quiz

Q: What was the score of last year's women's basketball championship game and who comprised the final four?

A: The final four comprised two conference teams and two non-conference teams.

Hawkeyes banking on success in Champaign

Curtis Riggs

The Daily Iowan

Iowa's coach, G. Baur, has found a little bit of sunshine in the Hawkeyes' season. He is especially happy that his club began conference play by taking play out of their four games from Arkansas to Iowa State.

Hawkeyes reach for the $10,000

The Iowa Hawkeyes are trying to win the $10,000, but they have to win two more games to win the $10,000.

Hawkeyes banking on success in Champaign

Marvina Purcell, a senior on the Iowa women's basketball team, is looking forward to the upcoming season.

Big Ten respect long time coming

Iowa, Buckeyes silence critics

Jay Nanda

The Daily Iowan

Iowa's women's basketball team is set to play against Ohio State in the Big Ten Conference.

Women's Final Four hot item down South

The Daily Iowan

Iowa Hawkeyes are looking to make a statement in the NCAA Tournament.

Women's Final Four hot item down South

The Daily Iowan
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Hawkeyes improve outdoor play, go 3-1

Joel Donahoo
The Daily Iowan

Iowa's soccer team's outdoor season began in California over spring break, as a chance to get some work in during the Big Ten season, according to Iowa coach Katie Knizek, before returning home to play the exhibitions.

Iowa women's volleyball began its exhibition season at Cal State Fullerton, Nova-R海棠, and the Maine Black Bears during spring break. The Hawkeyes have an opening in the net, as have Iowa men's volleyball, as they gathered for the season. The women's team is in the process of choosing a new starting setter.

Karen L. Karidys
The Daily Iowan

Iowa men's volleyball went through their second straight season without a player heading to the NFL. Iowa's six players in the NFL included its five seniors, as well as Pat Munger, a senior from Iowa City.

Women's volleyball will have a new setter this season, as well as a new starting middle hitter, as they prepare for the upcoming season. The Hawkeyes have won six of their last seven matches, including their first three of the season.

MEN'S HANDS

Sixies are wild for Iowa; effort displeases Bleivins

Karen L. Karidys
The Daily Iowan

Iowa men's basketball fans can now look forward to the spring exhibition season, as the Hawkeyes will begin their second straight season without a player heading to the NFL. Iowa is in the process of choosing a new starting setter.

Iowa women's volleyball will have a new setter this season, as well as a new starting middle hitter, as they prepare for the upcoming season. The Hawkeyes have won six of their last seven matches, including their first three of the season.
You have to really earn your stuff in the big leagues," he said. "It's a good position to be in when you've done it your whole life, but you have to really earn it, too."
Relentless efforts pay off for filmmaker Leslie Harris

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Filmmaker Leslie Harris, whose documentary about the Oklahoma bombing was screened nationwide for a fundraising campaign, has finally raised $130,000 toward her goal of $150,000.

"I thought $130,000 was an impossible amount," said Harris, who had struggled to finance "Faith and Devotion," a $100,000 film about the album, "Songs of Faith and Devotion," by David Bowie. Harris said she was "overwhelmed" when she recently learned she had raised the money.

"I've been trying to make this film for a long time," Harris said. "It's been a real challenge, but I'm very happy now because I've finally succeeded."
Iowa City, Iowa - **Unforgiven** awarded Best Picture

Bob Thomas

**Los Angeles** - "Unforgiven" swept the 63rd annual Academy Awards on Sunday, taking home seven major honors, including Best Picture, to eclipse the number of trophies won by any other film in Academy Awards history. The movie, directed by Clint Eastwood and starring Eastwood, Morgan Freeman, and J.K. Simmons, was recognized for its powerful performances, gripping narrative, and thought-provoking exploration of themes such as redemption, justice, and the nature of good and evil.

Eastwood, who directed the film and co-wrote the screenplay with Hampton Fancher, accepted the Best Director award, becoming the first director to win an Academy Award for Best Picture twice. His previous win was for the 1992 drama "Unforgiven." This is Eastwood's fourteenth Academy Award nomination, and the second win for Best Picture.

The Best Actor award went to Eastwood himself for his role as an aging cowboy turned hitman in "Unforgiven." The film also won the Best Supporting Actor award for J.K. Simmons, who played a prison guard who becomes involved in the protagonist's activities.

Eastwood dedicated the Best Picture Oscar to "all the people who have made films," saying, "We have to keep pushing on and not be afraid of the unknown."

The film's other awards included Best Cinematography, Best Art Direction, Best Sound Editing, and Best Sound Mixing. The win for Best Picture further solidified Eastwood's reputation as one of the most successful and acclaimed directors in Hollywood history.

In other highlights, the Best Actress award went to Emma Thompson for her role as a middle-aged woman in "Howards End," while the Best Supporting Actress was presented to Whoopi Goldberg for her performance in "The Color Purple." The Best Original Screenplay went to David Mamet for "House of Games," and the Best Original Song was "Go Home" from "Unforgiven." Additionally, the Best Original Score award was given to Ennio Morricone for his musical contributions to "Unforgiven.

"Unforgiven" joins a select group of films that have achieved the rare feat of winning both Best Picture and Best Director at the Academy Awards, including "The Artist," "Platoon," and "Amadeus." The film's success also reflected a growing audience for adult dramas and films with darker themes, in contrast to the more mainstream blockbusters that have dominated recent award seasons.

The 63rd annual Academy Awards ceremony was held at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles and was hosted by Billy Crystal. The show featured a mix of star-studded performances, celebrity appearances, and critical commentary on the state of the film industry.

In related news, the American Film Institute (AFI) announced the 2023 AFI Awards, recognizing the top films and performances of the year. The AFI Awards are considered a precursor to the Academy Awards and have often predicted Best Picture nominees.

In other news, the German film "The White Tibetan" won the Best Foreign Language Film Award, marking the first time in its history that a German-made film has won in this category. The film, directed by Andreas Dresen and starring Ulrich Tukur, tells the story of a young man who returns to his homeland after serving in the Spanish Civil War.

The Academy Awards are presented annually by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to honor excellence in filmmaking. The winners are chosen through a ballot of eligible voters who are members of the Academy. The ceremony typically features a mix of star-studded performances, celebrity appearances, and critical commentary on the state of the film industry.

In related news, the American Film Institute (AFI) announced the 2023 AFI Awards, recognizing the top films and performances of the year. The AFI Awards are considered a precursor to the Academy Awards and have often predicted Best Picture nominees.

In other news, the German film "The White Tibetan" won the Best Foreign Language Film Award, marking the first time in its history that a German-made film has won in this category. The film, directed by Andreas Dresen and starring Ulrich Tukur, tells the story of a young man who returns to his homeland after serving in the Spanish Civil War.